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IBM Initiate EMPI
The next generation Enterprise Master Person Index (EMPI)
For years healthcare jurisdictions have been global leaders in using IBM Initiate as the foundation of their Electronic Health Records (EHRs). Going forward, the IBM Initiate EMPI has
the potential to provide unique new solutions that will accelerate change and create significant new clinical benefits for healthcare jurisdictions.
LEVERAGING THE POWER OF THE IBM INITIATE EMPI
Significant enhancements made by IBM to the Initiate EMPI have created opportunities for healthcare jurisdictions to take
advantage of this valuable asset and extend the functionality beyond the key role of a registry for resolving the identities of
patients and providers. The IBM Intiate EMPI provides the following solutions capabilities today:

Business Process Manager (BPM) enables you to automate your business processes and workflow
Enhance
Business with new applications or to enhance Initiate Inspector. Ask for a demonstration of our Order Queue
Processes Management solution that uses BPM to automate the physician order/result lifecyle.
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Profile
Source
Data

Discovery Data Profiler examines and analyzes your source system data - both prior to bringing a new
source into your EMPI and on an ongoing basis. With Discovery Data Profiler you decide what data
remediation effort and strategies to undertake and, understanding the impact of these decisions.

Master
Multiple
Domains

IBM Initiate excels at mastering multiple domains such as patient, provider and household. Organizations are now mastering multiple domains and leveraging the real-time relationships and multidomain capabilities provided by IBM Initiate to improve data integrity and information governance.

Govern
Data
Policy

Data profiling shows you the quality of your data at the source. But on an ongoing basis how do you
know whether a data source is contributing to data quality or not? Initiate Data Policy Hub analyzes
your source data against the EMPI “golden record” over time and identifies potential source issues.

Share
XDS
Identities

IBM Initiate EMPI is fully IHE XDS compliant as an “Identity Source Actor”. This means you can
deploy an XDS solution and leverage your investment in IBM Initiate as the XDS Identity Source. Ask
to see a demonstration of our integrated XDS solution using IBM Initiate and Forcare XDS software.

Find
Cohort
Patients

Go beyond identity information. With Release 11 IBM Initiate provides a “Clinical Hub” that can store
key patient clinical information to allow you to find similar or “cohort” patients in your IBM Initiate
EMPI based upon similar patterns, diagnosis, or conditions.
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For more information or to see a demonstration of the IBM Initiate solutions contact us at:
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